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INTRODUCTION 
Interest in explaining pitch discrimination has been the impetus 
for research on the way in which auditory systems code and discriminate 
frequencies. Although there are many theories on how this 
discrimination is made, they can generally be classified into two 
categories, those based on a place principle and those incorporating a 
time-based mechanism for frequency analysis. Place theories are based 
on observations that the mammalian cochlea's basilar membrane is 
structured (by shape and gradient of stiffness) to respond 
differentially to different frequencies so that sound will cause a 
traveling wave motion on the membrane (B~k~sy, 1961). Low frequencies 
cause greatest amplitude in the wave at the apical (thickest and most 
flexible) end, and as frequencies increase, the maximum point of 
displacement moves toward the basal (narrowest and least flexible) end. 
The displacement of the membrane is thought to cause the hair cell 
cilia located at that particular place to shear against the tectorial 
membrane; here mechanical vibrations are transformed into neural 
impulses. These impulses ascending the auditory pathways to the brain 
maintain a tonotopic organization so that the spatial array of neural 
impulses at the level of the central ~ervous system maintains the 
spatial pattern of activity initiated by the cochlea's frequency 
analysis, and this provides pitch information. 
The theories based on temporal processing of sound waves note 
that the motion at particular points along the basilar membrane occurs 
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at rates that correspond to the stimulus frequency, and that this 
information is transmitted to higher nervous centers for analysis. At 
the lower frequencies, fibers in the auditory nerve respond to the 
periodicity of the stimulus by firing during a a limited range of the 
stimulus cycle; they "phase-lock" to the sound waveform. Under these 
conditions, distributions of times between spikes (firing of the 
neuron) provide temporal information to the central nervous system 
about stimulus periodicities. As the frequency of the stimulus grows 
above 1000 Hz, however, phase-locked activity begins diminishing 
gradually as the phase-locking error (jitter) becomes a more and more 
significant fraction of the stimulus period. The human auditory system 
apparantly operates on both place and temporal principles. At low 
frequencies the temporal cues are more likely to be the basis for 
frequency discrimination, but at higher frequencies place mechanisms 
probably mediate. The range of frequencies over which the two 
mechanisms operate is currently quite controversial. 
The auditory system of fishes has proven useful for research on 
auditory processing mechanisms. The structures of the fish ear make it 
unlikely that sound is analyzed according to a place principle (Fay, 
1972, 1978a). However, the temporal information 1n a waveform is well 
preserved during its passage through the periphery (Fay, 1978a) and is 
thought to be transformed more centrally into patterns of neural 
activity which can be used for the coding and discrimination of 
frequency. Several species have been shown to discriminate frequencies 
with the Ostariophysi (which include the goldfish) demonstrating 
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sensitivity of frequency discriminations comparable to mammals and 
birds below 1 kHz (Fay and Popper, 1980). In addition, 
neurophysiological data can be obtained on fish for comparison with 
behavioral measures using the same stimuli, and specific properties of 
the neural code for a stimulus can be correlated with the 
psychophysical behavior. 
LITERATURE REVIEU 
Jacobs and Tavolga (1968) first measured frequency DL's (the 
soallest difference or change in the stimulus frequency detectable by 
the organism) for pure tones for the goldfish across a limited range of 
frequencies (200 Hz - 1000 Hz). Fay (1970) expanded the range and 
obtained pure tone frequency DL's at 7 points from 50 Hz - 1000 Hz, 
which represents the fish's most sensitive range of hearing. The 
thresholds increase monotonically as a function of frequency in a 
positively accelerating manner, with the Weber ratio approximately 
constant (.04 to .06). 
Heaningful comparisons of these DL's can be made with other 
animals. Fay (1974a) compared pure tone frequency discrimination 
thresholds for 13 vertebrate species as a function of frequency and, 
although thresholds differed in sensitivity, the slopes of the 
functions were similar across species. This observation supports the 
hypothesis that there are similar mechanisms for frequency analysis in 
all vertebrates. Not only do the slopes of these functions correspond 
well with each other, there is a fairly uniform break in the slope at 
around 1-3 kHz. The lower slope of this line in man has been 
attributed to a temporally based mechanism for low frequency analysis 
(Fay 1970, 1974a). Uhile most researchers feel the upper portion of 
the slope is analyzed by a spatial mechanism, Nordmark (1968) concluded 
that similar physiological mechanisms (temporal) are responsible for 
the entire range in man. Since the goldfish's entire frequency range 
4 
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falls below 1000 Hz, and s1nce this animal is thought to lack the basis 
for a "place-principle" of frequency analysis, researchers have been 
hopeful that information on goldfish auditory processing can contribute 
to information on temporal processing charact~ristics for vertebrates 
1n general, including man. 
In addition to purely behavioral comparisons, it has been 
valuable to compare behavioral data on frequency discrimination to 
neurophysiological data using identical stimuli. Determining the 
response of a single auditory neuron can suggest the way in which the 
central nervous system may respond to stimuli coded by the peripheral 
auditory structures and may be useful in explaining the behavioral 
data. Furukawa and Ishii (1967) first demonstrated that neural 
impulses recorded from the saccular nerve of the goldfish were phase-
locked to the cycles of the pure tone stimulus presented, thus 
suggesting a temporal basis for frequency discrimination. Fay (1978a) 
studied phase-locking variability of eighty peripheral neurons and 
compared the standard deviations of phase-locking error distributions 
to the just-detectable change in stimulus period (8P) which were 
obtained on similar stimuli at the same frequencies. The smallest 
standard deviations (which indicate the best phase-locking to the 
period of the stimulus) corresponded to the just-discriminable-
difference in period (.{j,P) obtained behaviorally, thus lending strong 
support to the theory that neural activity relating to temporal 
properties of the stimulus can account for behavioral measures. 
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In a more comprehensive neurophysiological study, Fay (1978b) 
found that tuning curves for saccular neurons varied in best frequency 
across the goldfish's range of hearing, thus providing evidence for a 
possible "place" analysis of frequency. The atross-fiber impulse rate 
responsiveness functions changed with a change in frequency 
(particularly at the higher frequencies). Different fibers responded 
with different impulse rates depending on frequency, thus the spatial 
distributions of neural impulses would change as frequency changed. In 
addition, Furukawa and Ishii {1967) have found a fairly simplified 
tonotopic organization in the 8th nerve. Other suggestions that a 
frequency-to-place transformation exists at the periphery of the fish 
ear come from masking experiments in which measurements of critical 
bandwidths {Tavolga, 1974) and critical masking ratios {Fay, 1974b) 
have been made. The results have proven to be similar to mammalian 
data and have suggested that the fish ear incorporates at least some 
properties of a mammalian cochlea, in particular a filtering mechanism. 
In pursuing further evidence of temporal processing in the 
auditory system of the goldfish it is instructive to look at acoustic 
signals more complex than simple tones which contain temporal 
information and whose temporal properties can be manipulated. 
Sinusoidally amplitude modulated {SAM) signals have been used 
extensively in research on temporal processing capabilities of auditory 
systems, especially in human psychophysical research {de Boer, 1976). 
A SAM signal is generated by multiplying a higher frequency carrier 
signal {Fe) with a lower frequency modulation signal {F ) and a de 
m 
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component such that the carrier signal is turned "on" and "off" 
sinusoidally at a rate equal to Fm. Certain temporal properties of a 
sine wave and a SAH signal can be similar. For example, a 60Hz sine 
wave will have a periodicity equal to a SAN signal's envelope whose Fm 
is 60 Hz. The spectra of these two signals however, are quite 
different. The sine wave will have a single frequency component at 60 
Hz. The SAM signal will have one component at the frequency of the 
carrier, and two components determined by Fm. One of these components 
will be at a value of Fm above the spectral line at Fe and the other at 
a value equal to Fm shifted below Fe. A sinusoidally amplitude-
modulated noise carrier (noise is a sound with instantaneous amplitude 
varying randomly over time), results in another stimulus with temporal 
properties which can be manipulated for experimental use. The noise 
carrier may contain all frequencies within some specified limits so 
that the power spectrum will be continuous and flat. Amplitude 
modulating this noise carrier will not alter the long term spectrum of 
the original carrier. 
If the auditory system 1s a purely temporal processor, either a 
pure sine wave or a SAH envelope (or any other periodic stimulus one 
might think of) could have periodicities in common which should be 
processed similarly by the system in spite of spectral differences. 
That the goldfish processes the temporal pattern of sound stimuli is 
suggested by the research already cited and as noted, much research on 
these processes has been done using pure tone stimuli. It appears 
valuable, in addition, to describe how the goldfish auditory systerJ 
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might deal with this second type of temporal structure - the SAM 
signal's envelope. Does this primitive auditory system deal with a 
periodic envelope in the same way as a simple tone, the two of which 
appear to us as temporally similar but wi~h completely different 
spectra? 
Using a stimulus generalization paradigm, Fay (1972) tested 
several parameters of SAN signals on the goldfish hoping to find some 
evidence of a "periodicity pitch" phenomenon. At that time, human 
psychophysical research was attempting to find whether or not the 
envelope fluctuations of SAM signals were responsible for a perception 
of pitch, with this pitch corresponding to a pure tone equivalent in 
period to Fm (Burns and Viemeister, 1976). The 1972 study revealed a 
limited type of periodicity pitch phenomenon in the goldfish, 
suggesting that temporal properties of the stimuli were being perceived 
by the fish. When a fish was trained to respond to a 1000 Hz tone 
modulated at 40 Hz, it did not generalize to a pure tone of 40 Hz. 
However, whe~ conditioned to a 40 Hz pure tone, generalization to a SAM 
signal occured when the modulation frequency was 40 Hz, with 
generalization declining as the modulation frequency moved away from 40 
Hz. The study demonstrated that SAH signals exert multidimensional 
control over the fish's behavior. For example, while generalization 
occured from a 40Hz pure tone to a SAM signal at 40Hz , the opposite 
condition (40 Hz SAM signal to a 40 Hz pure tone) resulted in no 
generalization whatsoever. Likewise, modulation frequency was a 
relevant dimension when the carrier frequency was 1000 Hz, but was not 
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effective when the frequency of the carrier was reduced to 400 Hz. SA~1 
signals are thus complex signals with the temporal property being but 
one element analyzed by the system. 
Fay (1980) used both tonal and nois.e carriers, amplitude 
modulated over a series of frequencies, to measure behavioral and 
neural abilities of the goldfish in detecting envelope fluctuations of 
an acoustic stimulus. These measures of detection were then compared to 
psychophysical data on identical stimuli with human observers. 
Sensitivity to the modulation of a noise signal is lower for goldfish 
than for man at low modulation rates (below approximately 50 Hz). 
However, while the human function has a 3 dB\octave roll-off in 
sensitivity above 50 Hz, the goldfish function remains flat and shows a 
superiority in modulation detection above 60 Hz. The detectability of 
modulation using tonal carriers in man first declines at modulation 
rates above about 4 Hz, and then grows at rates large enough to produce 
spectral side bands which are resolvable by the human ear. This 
describes a system which changes from temporal processing at the lower 
modulation frequencies to spectral processing at the higher 
frequencies. Since the goldfish function for tonal stimuli shows no 
changes as sensitivity to modulation rises steadily throughout the 
range of Fm tested, Fay concluded that there is no reason to believe 
that the goldfish auditory system changes from one type of processing 
(temporal) to another (spatial) as is believed to be true for the human 
auditory system. 
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It is clear that research conducted to date has proven to be 
fruitful: the goldfish auditory system is capable of giving useful 
information on temporal processing capabilities and additional answers 
to temporal questions using this vertebrate are promising. Ultimately, 
we hope to specify how the central nervous system processes the 
temporal (and possibly spectral) structure of an acoustic stimulus. 
Since we have ample indirect evidence leading us to believe the 
temporal characteristics of sound are more important to the goldfish, 
we are interested in discovering whether or not the temporal properties 
are the most salient ones to the system and whether or not they 
completely account for its behavior by more direct experimental tests. 
One way of pursuing this goal is to present to the system a variety of 
stimuli whose temporal properties can be manipulated. Data are 
required from various sound sources containing temporal structures so 
that comparisons can be made among the temporal properties of the 
stimuli in order to better understand the behavior of the nervous 
system dealing with these signals. 
EXPERIHENTS 
EXPERIHENT 1 
Amplitude modulated tones were presented continuously to the 
goldfish. The conditional (test) stimulus consisted of a change in the 
periodic rate of envelope fluctuation. The carrier frequency (Fe) was 
800 Hz for the four frequency modulation (Fm) conditions of 20, 50, 
100, and 200 Hz. The goldfish was classically conditioned (see 
llethods) to discriminate the change from the on-going SAM signal to the 
test signal in which Fm '"as modulated in frequency at the rate of 2.5 
Hz. The amplitude at which the frequency modulation was impressed on 
the SAM tone was slowly attenuated so that the frequency change became 
smaller and smaller. The point at which the fish could no longer 
detect a frequency change was defined as a threshold and this was used 
as a measure of the auditory system's ability to process aspects of the 
signal's envelope periodicity. 
EXPERIHEHT 2 
This experiment was identical to Experiment 1 except that the 
carrier was random noise rather than an 800 Hz pure tone. The same 
sinusoidal modulation frequencies were used in the same paradigm as the 
first experiment. 
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EXPERIMENT 3 
The stimulus in Experiment 3 was a pulsed noise. Unlike the SAM 
noise, each periodic burst had a constant (short) duration regardless 
of modulation frequency (20, 50, 100 and 200 Hz). Again, the test 
stimulus was a modulation of the pulse rate at 2.5 Hz. 
The important elements of the proposed signals can be divided 
into two categories: the temporal structure and the spectral structure 
of the signals. The sinusoidal amplitued modulated tone of Experiment 
1 has a very clear temporal envelope structure as well as a well-
defined spectrum consisting of components at Fe, Fc+Fm and Fc-Fm (see 
Fig. 1 ). 
The SAM noise of Experiment 2 has an envelope periodicity 
corresponding to Fm in common with the AU tone. However, due to the 
random amplitude distribution of the noise waveform, and its limited 
effective bandwidth (the goldfish's audiogram is essentially low-pass 
at 1 kHz), the envelope structure is not well-defined over the short 
term. The long-term spectrum of the SAH noise is unstructured in the 
sense that it has many components and is relatively flat (like the 
unmodulated noise). The results of the goldfish auditory system's 
response to this stimulus will be compared with responses to the SAH 
tones. If they are identical, it could be that the envelope 
periodicity common to both stimuli accounted for the similar results. 
If the responses differ {and we could expect the AM noise to result in 
poorer performance if this is the case, based upon extensive neuro-
SAM 
NOISE 
PULSED 
NOISE 
SPECTRUM 
FREQUENCY 
FREQUENCY 
Fig. 1 Spectrum of the signals used in the SAM tone, SAM noise and 
pulse noise A experiments. 
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physiological data on SAM noise coding in peripheral neurons (Fay, 
1980)} the reason could lie in either the lack of a spectral cue or the 
poorly defined short-term envelope of this stimulus. 
The signal used in Experiment 3 was chosen ~n order to 
distinguish between the temporal and spectral factors. The noise was 
pulsed instead of sinusoidally amplitude modulated at the same 
frequencies as in Experiments 1 and 2. This resulted in a signal whose 
spectrum was as unstructured as the SAM noise, but whose temporal 
properties were better defined. If temporal cues are relevent, the 
results of this third experiment should be superior to those of SAM 
noise, and more similar (but not necessarily identical) to those for 
the SAM tone. 
l!ETIIOD 
The detection of a change in modulation rate superimposed on 
amplitude modulated tones, noise and square-wave-pulsed noise was 
r.1easured in 4 common goldfish in the folloving manner. The goldfish 
\vas placed in a restraining cloth bag designed to allow free 
respiratory movements. It was then secured ~n the test tank (the 
properties of vhich will be described in detail later) and its rate of 
respiration was measured by electronically monitoring the movement of 
' 
the lower jaw. A classical conditioning paradigm was used as follows. 
The amplitude modulated signal (E~~periments 1 and 2) or the pulsed 
noise (Experiment 3) were continually presented to the fish. A trial 
began by measuring the on-going respiration rate of the fish for 7 
seconds. The onset of the stimulus (a change in modulation or pulse 
rate) then occured automatically, and the rate of respiration was 
measured for the next 7 seconds. This \·laS follo\'led by a brief shock 
administered by electrodes across the fish's tail. After 5 to 10 
trials, the fish displayed conditioned respiratory suppression during 
the stimulus presentation. A measure of suppression was computed by 
taking the ratio of respiratory movement for the 7 seconds of stimulus 
presentation (an integrated voltage) to the total measure of the 7 
seconds preceding the onset of the stimulus plus the stimulus period 
voltage. This produced a suppression ratio (SR) which could range from 
0 (total conditioned suppression) to .5 (no response to the test 
stitmli). 
. 15 
When the fish displayed consistent conditioned suppression to the 
test stimuli, psychophysical thresholds were measured using a 
descending method of limits. The degree of change in modulation rate 
during the test stimulus was attenuated in 3' dB steps until the fish 
failed to respond (suppress respiration). This series of attenuation 
was repeated 5 times, and these 5 suppression ratios were plotted, with 
the median SR designated as the measured SR at each level of 
attenuation. The medians were connected by lines and the degree of 
rate change corresponding to an SR value of .4 was defined as 
threshold. Two thresholds were measured for each of the 4 fish at each 
test frequency for the three experiments. 
APPARATUS 
The A~ tonal signal was produced by multiplying the 800 Hz 
sinusoidal carrier (Fe) by one of the four Fm signals and a de 
component. The amplitude of the de component was equal to the peak 
amplitude of Fm so that the multiplier's output was 100% modulated with 
an envelope periodicity equal to the frequency of Fm. The Fm signal 
coming into the multiplier was produced by an oscillator from which the 
frequency of modulation (20, 50, 100 and 200 Hz) l<Tas selected. 
Controlling the frequency of this oscillator (at the VCG input) was a 
second oscillator set at 2.5 Hz v1hich was gated "on" and "off" at a 
zero-crossing. Between the two oscillators was an attenuator which 
controlled the ah1plitude of the 2.5 Hz sinusoid, and this attenuator 
was manipulated durin~ test runs to determine frequency modulation 
depth. The output of the multiplier was fed into another attenuator 
which controlled the sound pressure level of the signal, then into an 
amplifier and finally the loudspeaker. The modulated noise experiment 
was identical except that noise was fed into the multiplier instead of 
a tone as the Fe (see Fig. 2 for a schematic representation). 
The pulsed noise signals of Experiment 3 were produced by 
triggering a square pulse of 2.5 msec duration (oscillator 2) at the 
various repetition rates of 20, 50, 100, and 200 Hz (oscillator 1). 
Again, the frequency of oscillator 1 is controlled via its VCG input by 
the 2.5 Hz sinusoidal signal from oscillator 3. The pulse from 
oscillator 2 was input to an electronic switch where it controlled a 
17 
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separate noise input to produce a no1se burst repeated at a particular 
rate (oscillator 1), duration (oscillator 2) and rise-fall time. The 
signal was attenuated for overall sound pressure level, and amplified 
before entering the loud-speaker (See Figure 3-). 
The test tank consisted of a plastic bucket filled with sand 
under which was buried an underwater speaker (University VW-30). A 
plastic bag lined the sides and bottom of the tank, which was then 
filled with water. The fish was suspended in its cloth holder in the 
center of the tank and shock electrodes were fastened to the sides and 
adjusted to cross the fish's tail. A stiff wire connected to a 
piezoelectric crystal was suspended in front of the fish so that it 
contacted the lower jaw for measurement of respiration rate. This 
system was enclosed in an lAC "mini" booth in order to attenuate 
ambient no is e. 
.-~----~----------------, 
NO~E I I PULSED NOISE A AND B 
I 160 Hz ATTN ... VCG OSC -+ I BW 800Hz I I I 
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Fig. 3 Apparatus used for the pulsed noise A and pulsed noise B experiments. 
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RESULTS 
Results of the three experiments are plotted in Fig. 4. The plot 
gives values of ~p as a function of frequency. Data points are the 
raean fj,_P's of all thresholds neasured at each frequency, and represent 
the peak-to-peak change in modulation period that was just detectable 
by the goldfish. Data points for the SAH noise signal are plotted only 
at 20 and SO Hz. Despite frequent trials attempted on several 
different fish, conditioned responses to a 100% Fm of 100 and 200Hz 
could not be obtained. 
Period thresholds for the SAH tonal signal were easily obtained 
at all Fm's. At 20 Hz, thresholds for the SAM tonal and noise signals 
were almost equal at about 34 msec, but for modulation frequencies of 
SO, 100, and 200 Hz, the results of the tonal data show a- clear 
superiority ~ n fj,P detect a b i 1 it y, lv it h ~p v a 1 u e s dec rea s in g 
monotonically as raodulation rate increases. Note, however that two 
data points are plotted at Fm=200 Hz. While running the 200 Hz 
condition, it becarae evident that threshold sensitivity at this 
nodulation frequency was highly variable. At times a fish would give a 
threshold measurement approximately 8 to 10 times as sensitive as at 
other times and furthermore, it lvas noted that the threshold 
measurements would cluster around one of these two values, with no 
thresholds falling between the two extremes. 
An analysis of the signal at 200 Hz revealed two conditions of 
the SAM tone which corresponded to the differences in behavioral 
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sensitivity displayed by the goldfish. Note that the 800 Hz carrLer is 
nominally an integer multiple of the 200Hz modulator signal. This 
results in an amplitude modulated signal whose fine structure within 
each envelope of modulation repeats itself exactly from one modulation 
period to another with the peaks of the fine structure corresponding to 
the peaks of the envelope. The two signal sources, however, were 
independently tuned, and were not phase-locked. The superior 
behavioral sensitivity of the goldfish only occured when the carrier 
was tuned to be a perfect (or nearly perfect) integer multiple of the 
modulator frequency. When the carrLer frequency deviated even slightly 
from an integer multiple of 200 Hz, the fine structure within each 
modulation envelope varied sinusoidally across successive envelopes. In 
this case, the peaks of the fine structure produced by the carrier did 
not correspond to the peaks of the overall envelope. These two 
conditions, "locked 11 and "unlocked" accounted for the differences in 
sensitivity displayed behaviorally by the goldfish. Fig. 4 shows these 
two points at 200 Hz and it can be seen that the "locked" condition 
resulted in threshold sensitivity approximately one order of magnitude 
greater than that seen in the 11unlocked" condition. 
Data points were then obtained at the three lower modulation 
frequencies for the 11 locked 11 and "unlocked 11 conditions. The results 
showed however, that sensitivity did not differ between the two 
conditions at modulation frequencies other than 200 Hz. The usual two 
thresholds per animal at each frequency were not measured. When no 
effect between the two conditions was apparent, further data points 
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were deemed unnecessary. Several trials were subsequently run at 200 
Hz Fm in which the carrier frequency was "mis-tuned" by various amounts 
(from 5 to 20 Hz) in relation to the modulator frequency. There was no 
relationship between degree of mis-tuning'of the carrier to the 
modulator frequency and behavior of the fish for the range of mis-
tuning frequencies tested, so this hypothesis was not pursued further. 
Results of Experiment 3 are plotted in Fig. 4. In general, the 
fish displayed less sensitivity to the pulsed noise than to the SAM 
tone. The function is linear in log-log coordinates, with a somewhat 
shallower slope for SAM noise than for SAM tones. 
Also plotted in this figure is a constant phase curve. The slope 
of this line represents a constant Weber fraction, and this slope is 
what we would expect from the present data if the auditory system were 
measuring a constant fraction of the period across all frequencies. 
That is, if the fish were responding exactly to the period the envelope 
of the stimulus produces with no variability across the test 
frequencies, the slopes of the data from these experiments should equal 
the slope of the constant phase curve. That the slopes obtained in the 
present studies are steeper would indicate that detectability 
deteriorates more rapidly at the lower test frequencies. 
DISCUSSION 
Of the three signals tested, the goldfish showed greatest 
sensitivity to the SAH tone. In tenporal structure, the modulation 
envelope of the SAli tone is similar to the pure tones used for 
frequency discrimination by Fay (1970). Fig. 5 illustrates the results 
of the SAM tonal data from the present experiment compared with Fay's 
pure tone data. While points at common frequencies occur only at 50, 
100 and 200 Hz, it is apparent that the slopes of the two functions are 
dissimilar. If the fish were making judgments based only on stimulus 
envelope periodicities, these data should be identical. 
Fay (1978) measured the phase-locking accuracy of single saccular 
nerve fibers in goldfish responding to tones froo 50 to 1000Hz. The 
neural error (standard deviations of period histograms) for those 
neurons phase-locking best at a given frequency was approximately equal 
to the just-discriminable change ~n period measured behaviorally (Fay, 
1980). Following the reasoning of Mountcastle, Talbot, Sakata, and 
Hyvarinen (1969), ~n a study of cutaneous "flutter-vibration" in 
primates, this result identifies stimulus period (or the time between 
phase-locked spikes) as the dimension carrying information in this 
discrimination and phase-locking error as the major source of 
variability limiting discrimination performance. Similar measures of 
neural (Sd) and psychophysical (flP) error were measured for SAH signals 
in goldfish (Fay, 1981). However, vlhile it \las found that neural and 
psych~physical error correlated quite '"ell, it \-las not the case that 
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~P=Sd. Rather, ~p tended to equal Sd 2• In other words, while the 
phase-locking error to the SAM envelope is quite comparable to the 
error in phase-locking to a pure tone with the same periodicity, 
psychophysical performance in discriminabYlity between different 
envelope periodicities fell below that for pure tones, particularily at 
frequencies below 200 Hz. The reasons for this are not clear. 
Data points could be obtained for the SAM noise only at 20 and 50 
Hz, indicating that this signal contained little information relevant 
to the goldfish. Neurophysiological studies using the same stimulus 
(Fay, 1981) showed relatively poor phase-locking of the neurons to the 
envelope compared with the SAH tone or pure tone case. 
The pulsed noise experiment was designed to separate out the 
temporal and spectral factors of the SAH noise and SAM tonal 
experiments. While the temporal structure of the pulsed noise is 
superior to that of the SAH noise (the bursts separated by silent 
intervals are "clearer" than in sinusoidal amplitude modulation) and 
can be supposed to account for the differences in these ~'s, it is not 
clear why the pulsed noise data is inferior to the SAM tonal data. If 
the goldfish is using only spectral cues, the results of the SAH noise 
and pulsed noise experiments should not differ, since they have similar 
spectra. If temporal cues are relevant, the SAH tone and pulsed noise 
data should coincide more closely. 
A closer look at the three signals revealed that the temporal 
properties were not so clearly defined as we had expected. The 
envelopes resulting from sinusoidally amplitude modulating or pulsing 
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the noise were more theoretical than real. Whereas the fine structure 
of the SAM tone fairly faithfully represented the envelope, this was 
not true for the other two stimuli. Pulsed noise, as expected, 
presented a clearer temporal signal than did the SAM noise, but the 
pulsed noise had a highly variable amplitude from pulse to pulse. This 
amplitude variation could be confusing to a nervous system attempting 
to measure inter-pulse intervals, especially if it misses bursts of low 
amplitude. 
PULSED NOISE EXPERillENT B 
Results of the first pulsed no1se experiment (pulsed noise A) 
sho\v that the fish are less sensitive to that noise pulse than to the 
SAl! tone. As noted earlier, it seems unlikely the fish 1s using 
spectral cues present in the SAil tonal signal, and the temporal 
structure of the two signals would predict that performance with pulsed 
noise would be more similar to that shown for an SAM tone if the 
relevant information in the signal is temporal. 
Pulses from the noise pulse A experiment displayed a wide 
variation in amplitude from one burst to another with some pulses so 
low in amplitude as to be almost non-existant. This occurs naturally 
using short duration samples of gaussian noise, since the length of the 
pulse interval was so short that audible pulses did not always occur. 
It is reasonable to suggest that the amplitude variation between 
success1ve no1se pulses resulted in a signal confusing enough to be 
responsible for the significantly poorer performance on this task than 
on the SAM tonal task. The following experiment was designed to 
control the amplitude fluctuations found in the noise pulses so that 
the differences in amplitude from one pulse to another were at a 
minimum while the temporal parameters and long-term spectrum remained 
the same as in the pulsed noise A experiment. The theoretical envelope 
of the signal for the pulsed noise B signal was more accurately 
represented by the bursts and the amplitude was more consistent between 
pulses. The signal was generated as in the pulsed noise A experiment 
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except that the originating noise was produced by frequency-modulating 
a 1 kHz tone with noise low-passed at 160Hz (see Fig. 3). Hethods and 
procedures were identical to the experiments already reported. 
RESULTS OF PULSED NOISE B Aim FINAL DISCUSSIOn 
Results of the pulsed noise B experiment are illustrated 1n Fib. 
6 for comparison with the first three experiuents. The pulsed no1se B 
data are superior to those of the pulsed noise A, and in close 
correspondence to the SAN tonal data. Pulse-to-pulse amplitude 
fluctuations of the pulsed noise A signal were apparently confusing to 
the goldfish. Controlling the amplitude so that it was more consistent 
across pulses was the only difference between the pulsed noise A and B 
experiments, yet detection w·as superior for the B signal across all 
Fm's. Judging from the similarity of the 6,P functions for the SAl! tone 
and pulsed noise B, it appears that these signals contain information 
of equal importance for detection. Since the spectra of these two 
signals differ greatly while they contain temporal properties in 
common, it is concluded that temporal period information is used by the 
goldfish for discrimination on these two tasks. 
The fine structure of an SAH or pulsed signal within the 
modulation envelope is important for detection and this importance is 
further suggested by the difference in sensitivity to the "locked" and 
"unlocked" conditions of the SAH tonal signal at 200Hz. Recall that 
manipulation of the fine-structure produced by the carr1er frequency 
caused a change in behavioral sensitivity. In the "locked" condition, 
the 800 Hz Fe and the 200 Hz F0 were phase-locked to each other before 
the onset of frequency modulation (the test or conditioned stimulus). 
Introducing the conditioned sti~ulus, then, immediately "unlocked" the 
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two. In the "unlocked" condition, this change between the carrier and 
modulator did not occur since the F c and Fm remained in their 
"unlocked" relations hip throughout. Spectral changes between the two 
conditions can not account for the sensitiviti differences. 
Fay (1981) subsequently studied the neurophysiological response 
of saccular neurons to the "locked" and "unlocked" conditions using an 
identical SAM tone at F = m 100 and 200 Hz. Period histogram 
measurements revealed that standard deviations in the "locked" 
condition were three to four times smaller than in the "unlocked" 
condition for the 200Hz modulation, but not in the 100 Hz "unlocked" 
condition. It was speculated that perhaps neurons detect a change Ln 
variablilty of inter-spike-intervals when the "l.ocked" relationship of 
Fm and F c become "unlocked" at the onset of the conditioned stimulus. 
lSI histograms were compiled for phase-locked conditions at 100 and 200 
Hz. At 200 Hz Fm, peaks in the histogram changed as phase angle 
changed, but no such relationship was observed at 100 Hz Fm. This 
response suggests that detection of the changing phase relationships 
between the modulator and carrier during the conditioned stimulus 
(which resulted in changing peaks in the histogram) may have been 
responsible for the greater behavioral sensitivity to the "locked" 
condition. Since this changing relationship between Fm and Fe did not 
occur at 100Hz, no changes in lSI's could be expected and indeed did 
not occur. 
Finally, Fay measured the impulse rate of neurons as he varied 
the phase-angle of Fe to Fm at 200 Hz and found that the average 
. ! .-
impulse rate of neurons responding to a phase-locked SAl1 signal does 
not change over time. In contrast, this rate does vary depending on 
the instantaneous phase relation between Fm and Fe when the SAH signal 
is "unlocked". Thus, it was suggested that th€ behavioral sensitivity 
~n the 200 Hz "locked" condition may have resulted from neurons 
detecting large variations of impulse rate when the fine-structure in 
the modulated·waveform changes. 
CONCLUSION 
The auditory system of fishes attends to several aspects of an 
acoustic signal as demonstrated in the series of experiments reported 
here. The general temporal pattern of a stimulus, or envelope, \-las 
important as demonstrated by the ease with which the fish were trained 
to detect a change in the temporal pattern the conditioned stimulus 
produced. The close correspondence of the thresholds for the SAH tonal 
signal and the pulsed noise B signal lends strong support for a 
temporal coding hypothesis since these two signals have temporal 
properties in common while only one signal type (SAU tone) provided a 
spectral cue for the discrimination. In addition, the fine-structure 
of either a tonal carrier or a noise generator resulted in different 
det.ectability thresholds. Differential detectability of the "locked" 
and "unlocked" conditions of the SAil tone at 200 Hz is an example of 
fine-structure sensitivity, and while not yet fully understood, it 
describes the analytic ability of the fish's auditory system to 
discriminate phase differences in an acoustic signal. 
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As an added precaution, two experiments were run prior to the 
pulsed noise B experiment in order to control for two other possible 
effects of the signal. In the event that the goldfish auditory system 
is capable of temporal summation, detectabi1ity would depend on the 
number of pulses occuring in any given period of time. The energy at a 
200 Hz rate is greater than at a 20 Hz rate, and this could be a 
possible cue for detection. To test for this possibility, pulses were 
presented to the fish as the conditioned stimulus for simple 
detectability against a quiet background. At the beginning of a trial, 
the amplitude of the pulses was clearly audible to the fish. The 
overall SPL of these pulses was gradually attenuated until the fish 
could no longer detect them. The experimental procedure was the same 
as the first three experiments, but the lowest and highest repetition 
rates (20 Hz and 200 Hz) were tested first, measuring two thresholds at 
these rates for all four animals. There was no effect of repetition 
rate on overall detectability of the pulses, so only three thresholds 
were measured at 50 Hz and 100 Hz modulation frequencies. 
A spectral analysis of the signal to be used in the pulsed noise 
B experiment revealed a 200 Hz component at about -28 dB re\dyne at 
Fm=200 Hz. An experiment was therefore designed to determine if the 
amplitude of the 200 Hz component was audible to the fish over the 
amplitude of the noise pulses and hence available for a possible 
spectral analysis by the auditory system. A clearly audible 200 Hz 
continuous tone was presented to the fish against a background of 
continuous gaussian noise identical in amplitude and bandwidth to that 
4o 
1n the no1se pulse A experiment (the same filter at 1-1.6 kHz was used 
as in the first pulsed noise experiment). The 200 Hz tone was 
gradually attenuated until the fish could no longer detect it's 
presence. Again, the same method and procedure was used as in the 
first experiments with two thresholds measured on each of the four 
fish. 
The apparatus was designed so that the attenuation of the tone at 
41 dB was equal to -28 dB re\dyne. If the value of attenuation 
exceeded 41 dB before a threshold was reached, the tone could be 
expected to be audible to the fish. The actual attenuations of the 
signal necessary to reach threshold on the four fish ranged from 8.8 dB 
to 27.0 dB with the mean attenuation at 20.4 dB. On the average, the 
200Hz component present in the spectrum was 21.6 dB below the fish's 
threshold for detection and was therefore ruled out as a possible cue 
for spectral analysis. 
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